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~ The Same Sock Twice ~
A day in the life of a mother/teacher
It used to be that I would feel prepared for work when I had all of my
resources and lessons ready. Perhaps it would be a practical
science lesson looking at boat building or a technology lesson
where the children are cooking their own soup. Currently I feel
prepared for work when I have managed to dress both myself and
Joshua and we both have our lunches ready to go.

Each day after completing the register I stand up in front of my
class and I talk them through the timetable for the day. This helps to
provide them with structure but more recently it has become a
memory prompt for me. The phrases “what was I saying?” Or “what
are we going to do next?” Frequently leave my mouth. And a very
helpful reception child will remind me we need to do some “light
ling” (putting their work in their folders) or I was about to read them
a story.
There was a cause for celebration in my classroom a few weeks
ago when I had not only remembered my lunch (having forgotten it

the previous day) but I also remembered that the police were
coming in to visit that afternoon! Both small but signi cant wins.
It may look as if I have “baby brain” but I nd that phrase a bit
patronising and also reductive. What I actually have is sleep
deprivation and the additional responsibility of looking after a tiny
human in addition to the other 30 tiny humans I am responsible for
between 8.40 and 3.10 on Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
Which effectively means having to remember more things on less
sleep so it is no wonder that things are harder to remember.
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There are certain bene ts to this situation, I have started to care
less about work. Just to clarify this I do not care less about the
children I teach or the quality of education that they receive. But, for
example, I feel more con dent in telling members of SLT that I will
not be meeting their arbitrary deadline of transferring all my long
term and medium term planning over onto a new word document
because they feel this one looks prettier than the last one. I also
feel more con dent in explaining I will have to leave the 90 minute
staff meeting early because of childcare complications. What this
means in reality is I am missing some phonics training in which- I
kid you not - we are being reminded to hold the ash cards without
blocking them with our ngers so that the children can see them. I
will not turn this article into a tirade against the government’s latest
‘insights’ into why children are being failed by primary schools
because I expect I am preaching to the converted and my blood
pressure could do without it.
The other bene t is that I have become very well acquainted with
the sandwich shop at the top of the road. They do a very tasty
lemon bun, an excellent iced nger and although I cannot yet vouch
for the cream cakes I hope to be able to report back favourably
soon.
The run up to half term has been a particularly tricky one as in
addition to the reports that are due, preparations for our superhero
party and rescuing Eddy the Teddy from the clutches of the Evil Pea
(all I will tell you is that it involved a ring of re, an ice tunnel and a
moat lled with sharks) Joshua has also possibly been teething - or
not. Who knows?

What it has manifested in is frequent night wakings and a loss of
interest in food. Both pretty tricky to sit with day after day. I
remember I used to work with a colleague who had three children.
She told me she was tired because she was getting up early to
make her children smoothies and prepare their sandwiches for the
day. Pre-baby me asked whether they needed the smoothies and
she replied that otherwise they wouldn’t have any fruit or
vegetables- and she couldn’t possibly prepare the sandwiches the
day before because then they weren’t fresh and the children
wouldn’t eat them. Some people may scoff at this and again prebaby me thought perhaps they were being a little unreasonable but
that was before I had to feed my own child. There is a line in Sense
and Sensibility in which Mrs Jennings is fussing over Marianne who
has had her heart broken by Willoughby. Her response is to get any
little delicacies that might tempt her appetite and this entirely sums
up how I feel about feeding Joshua when he is off his food. Lovingly
preparing a plate of his favourites - slices of avocado, tuna mash,
bits of mozzarella, all the big hitters. Only to watch them one by one
being dropped on the oor.
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Matt is the voice of reason- suggesting
perhaps he isn’t hungry and cooking a
fresh batch of pancakes isn’t going to
change that - but it might. And that’s
enough to convince me it’s worth trying.
Suddenly getting up at ve to make
smoothies and sandwiches doesn’t
seem so unreasonable. Then a eureka
moment when one day he devours a
plate of raspberries - hurrah - that’s
what he needed raspberries- and then
the next day when they are offered it is
their fate to be ground into a pulp and
smeared across the table. Babies are
mercurial creatures.

However we have now arrived at half term and so I can go back to
just wearing one hat (mother) for two weeks and hopefully Joshua
will once more be excited about tuna mash, cheese twists and
peanut butter cookies again before too long.
Ps The same sock twice refers to the frequent times when I think I
have found the missing sock only to discover I have found the same
sock twice.
Rachel Eeckelaers

~ Jesus the social activist? Please comment… ~
On Sunday at the end of May, in our rst ‘Fifth Sunday’ alternative
Sunday morning, we gathered at Union Chapel and on Zoom to
discuss a question about social activism and Union Chapel, and
then the question whether Jesus was a social activist.
Sometimes we understand better what we are talking about, by
working out what we are not talking about. Social activism is more
speci c than social action, which we might think of as working
together to solve problems and improve lives. Social activism
includes an intention to change the world, or a part of it. A social
activist works to achieve political or social change, according to the
OED.
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So does social activism match the actions and role of Union
Chapel, either now or in the past? We looked back at initiatives
such as the Food Bank, and earlier to Assist, as examples.
Certainly in both of these cases there was an intention to help solve
problems in society – but the Trussell Trust would go further, and
see food banks as part of a movement to challenge policy on
welfare, for example. Perhaps Union Chapel – as a community –
has not always made these connections explicit for ourselves or for
others. Perhaps we should.

Part of the discussion rehearsed our capacity issues: there is no
‘they’, only ‘us’, and if none of ‘us’ are doing social activism at Union
Chapel, then it's not getting done. Then we looked at ways in which
individuals and groups within the congregation are already active in
working for change in various areas, and mooted the idea of having
a list on our website of the various groups that one or more of us
associate with or belong to, where the intention is to change the
world, or society, or our communities. Groups like Greenpeace,
Friends of the Earth, Sustrans, Christian Aid, RSPB. And perhaps
this extends to roles at work too, or has done.
But was Jesus a social activist? Was he preoccupied with changing
society? He certainly seemed to spend time agitating and provoking
and demanding a different way of living. I don't see how else to read
the Sermon on the Mount. Or the Magni cat. On the other hand, as
with other prophets, we see Jesus calling for a change of heart –
metanoia, in Greek - not just working with the mind on matters of
principle. Talking with Pilate, he seems to be interested in
something else entirely. If Jesus was a social activist, he was one
who recognised the importance of knowing and engaging with the
spirit in the self. Perhaps it is speci cally this inward and outward
movement, into the self and from the self – this we recognise in
Jesus of Nazareth. Called to travel both inward and outward, to
seek change in what we nd inside ourselves, and to be part of that
outward change in the society in which we are living? Neither one
nor the other alone, but one in relation to the other.
Comment is free…
Andy Howes

~ Pastoral Care Changes ~
Networking Group
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As a small church, how do we support each other? Pastoral care
was always one of the responsibilities of the minister and a team of

interested individuals. The Pastoral Care Group continued to keep
an eye on those who might be vulnerable after we had no minister.
During covid, this group was replaced by a system of online groups
formed by the deacons. Margaret Garner took a lead amongst
others in keeping contact and supporting the sick and vulnerable,
and keeping the congregation informed. Margaret also set up a
supportive ZOOM coffee/tea group which continues to meet every
other week.
In September 2021, as we started to move out of lock down, it was
time for a change. The congregation groups were not consistent in
their success, very helpful in some instances and not in others.
After discussion amongst the deacons and the church meeting,
members of the old pastoral group decided to meet and keep in
contact but change the name to Networking Group.
The old model of pastoral care is perceived by some to be too
reminiscent of a shepherding role and is replaced by a model
re ecting a more equal relationship. Margaret Garner, Margaret
Edmonds, Carol Walker, Enid Welford and Lorna Richardson now
comprise a new group who will endeavour to communicate with
each other regularly and those who are absent or facing stressful
situations and who appreciate contact. The group explored ways in
which members of the congregation may develop closer and more
supportive relationships. As a result, Carol has set up an online
Knitting Group, (Carol, Gwen, Margaret Edmonds, Margaret Garner
and Lorna Richardson) that meets every other Thursday afternoon.
It is open for anyone to join. The Book Group and our Walking
group also provide opportunities to connect and deepen our
relationships. A What’s App group also allows easy communication
and sharing of news and pictures. Please contact Carole Walker if
you wish to join this group.
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Lorna Richardson

~ News of the Family ~
Beryl Dykes has been transferred to Laurel Court, Candleford
Road in Withington. She has been there a couple of weeks now, is
beginning to settle in and welcomes visitors! At the moment, Laurel
Court are asking for lateral ow tests before visiting (ring to let them
know when you plan to visit on 0161 446 2844) but they will provide
them if you don’t have any, and also provide masks.
We are glad to hear that Geoff Walker is back home after ten days
in hospital. He is awaiting to hear the results of tests.
Ted Land sends his greetings from the Chocolate Works care
village in York. He is waiting in happy expectation for the
Wimbledon fortnight to start.
Jonathan Garner and Hannah Jenkins were married on May 14th,
2022, in Wimborne. They had postponed the wedding from May last
year. We had a beautiful day for the wedding and some members of
the family stayed up much later than usual: Joshua enjoyed the
whole event but particularly patting the paper lanterns in his reach
that hung from the marquee roof. Jonathan’s grandfather Eric came
up from Devon to join in the festivities, but his Southampton
grandmother Ruth fell a couple of days beforehand, so was in
hospital on The Day. She has since seen Hannah and Jonathan in
person, now as a married couple, because the hospital she is now
in allows two visitors at a time!

~ Minutes of the Church Meeting
held on Zoom on 1st May 2022~
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Present: Gwen Mattocks, Andy Howes (AH), Geoff and Carol
Walker, Margaret Edmonds, Enid Welford, Nicola Hamilton,
Margaret & David Garner, Steve Roberts (SR)and Gwyneth
Heritage- Roberts (GHR), Lorna Richardson (LR)

Apologies: Margaret and Alan Redhouse
Minutes of April Meeting: approved
Date of Next Meeting:
Informal Church Meeting: May 29th in Chapel
Church AGM: June 19, 2022
Normal Church Meeting: July 24, 2022
Noti cation of Any Other Business:
Invitation to an Afternoon Jubilee Party at Newall Green
1. Pastoral Support- LR informed the meeting that members of
the old Pastoral Support Group, Margaret Garner, Carol
Walker, Brenda Marston, Margaret Edmonds and Enid Welford
Margaret Edmonds have had a meeting and propose that the
group be known as the Network Group and will meet 2-3
monthly to support one another and discuss any issues within
the congregation. It was agreed that the church seems not to
want “pastoral care” as might be delivered by a minister but an
opportunity to become closer as a group. It was felt that possibly
smaller groups might meet socially for sharing of speci c
interests such as the book group. Members felt they would
continue to keep in touch and support any member of the
congregation who was ill, in need or possibly just going through
a hard time. The group was formally acknowledged by the
meeting and is open and free for anyone to join.
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2. Lettings Group: A committee consisting of Margaret and David
Garner, Margaret Edmonds, Margaret Redhouse and Lorna
Richardson has been formed and held their rst meeting. This
committee was approved by the church. The lettings group will
bring the altered documentation concerning the post of Lettings
Administrator for approval to the next meeting. The lettings
group will review all the current documentation around lettings
at its next meeting.

Action: Agreed that NH would send our appreciation to
all those who have done such good work in the past: Ted
Land in appreciation of Eileen, Enid in appreciation of
Michael, Alan and Margaret Redhouse, Brenda Marston
and Margaret and David Garner.
3. Professional Advice regarding Linton House Land: GHR
discussed the current situation with GM Commoners and the
Linton House Site. She informed us that charity commission law
requires that we must charge the current commercial rate to non
charities. It is thought that as a group GM commoners who are
not a charity are probably not going to be able to secure the
funding. GWH advises that at this stage, it might be appropriate
to have a word with the surveyor, Steven Walsh from Smithers
Purslow. The church approved the fees to request Steven to
give us a valuation.
It was mentioned that another commune have expressed
renewed interest in the site and it was agreed not to speak to
them until the GM commoners year has expired in July.
4. Constitution changes required for CIO Conversion: GHR
explained that now we have paid our pension debt to the Baptist
Union, we are proceeding with our conversion to a CIO. The
process is being encouraged by the Baptist Union as it means
the deacons and the church members can no longer be sued
personally. Constitutional changes involve a decision whether
our meetings should be in person or online. The meeting
adopted the option that meetings can be held online or in
person depending on the preference of the congregation.
Action: GHR will instruct the solicitors to make the changes to
the constitution.

5. Worship Group Meeting SR stated that at the meeting last
week, the worship group proposed that the current Zoom/
chapel arrangement continue for services in May and June and
that in July we revert to the original plan of a formal Zoom
service the rst Sunday of a month, followed by 3 services in
the chapel. If there is a 5th Sunday in the month it is open to
either. The AGM in June will be a Zoom service.
6. Review of Easter and Lent Series: A thank you to Alan was
expressed for organising the Lent Series. Everyone was
appreciative of the Maundy Thursday and Good Friday Services
in the Chapel as well as the Easter Communion in the chapel
followed by the Zoom worship. There was concern at the clash
on Maundy Thursday will another user in the chapel. It was
agreed that in future the lettings committee and worship group
need to communicate more clearly and in a timely manner so as
to free up the church’s need for the chapel.
7. Social Activism: AH will lead an open discussion on the topic
of Social Activism on 5th Sunday, May 29th.
8. AGM Noti cation: NH is requesting input to the Annual Church
Report for the end of May. The nomination process for Deacons
will begin on May 22nd with 2 weeks to discuss and submit
names and the nal nomination list to be circulated on June 12.
Voting will be by email or phone to Nicola, the Church Secretary,
prior to the AGM. Steve Roberts will be completing his 3 years
on the diaconate. We currently have 5 members and would like
6.
9. A.O.B. : Newall Green Church in Wythenshawe has invited us
to a Jubilee Tea on Saturday, June 4th from 4-6. There will be
food and music. Tickets need to be obtained prior to the event.
NH will put in a circular to the church.
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The meeting closed with the Grace at 12.43pm.

~ Church Picnic and Work Day ~
Two dates for your diary:
Sunday 31st July: Church Picnic, weather permitting, at Fletcher
Moss Park. There will be a walk starting at 10.30am followed by the
picnic at 12.00pm.
Saturday 13th August: Church Work Day, come along and help
tidy up Union Chapel.
Further details will be emailed to people nearer the events.

~ Church Weekend Picture Gallery ~
The Church Weekend was an even more select gathering than last
year numbers being affected by not only COVID but many other
factors. However the Chapel Photographer of Record managed to
capture the spirit of the event with some great photographs. I am
grateful to David for sending me a selection for the magazine.
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Welcome to Thornleigh - 'The Master of the House' takes
afternoon tea. Note the the delicately raised fore nger

The Hamiltons face a moment of decision - only one chance left in
Saturday's Wordle.

Even on holiday Lorna cannot forsake
her tness regime…….
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….. or a meditative pause on top of The Priory

There was the usual
'where on earth are
we?' moment on the
Saturday afternoon
walk……

…..solved only when Alan
ceded the map to Lorna
……

..but they got there in
the end.

Music still played a
signi cant part in the
weekend……
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……….and we welcomed day
visitors as usual.

Rory tried to explain
to two doubtful
members of the older
generation that to get
out of the garden just
keep turning right…

…..and Quinn
wondered
whether scaling
the fence to get
into the derelict
Lido was worth
the effort.

And nally Joshua is delighted to see that help is at hand…….
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……..in his hour of need.
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